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Introductions



Where do I come from?



Where have I lived/studied/worked?



B.S. in Tourism Planning and Development

Emphases: Cultural Tourism, Anthropology

(ULHT, Lisbon)

M.S. in Recreation, Park, and Tourism 
Management

(Penn State, University Park)

Ph.D in Recreation, Park, and Tourism 
Management

Minor: Anthropology

(Penn State, University Park)

Post-Doc Culture and Behavior

(IPHRC, Regina, Canada)

Assistant Professor, Recreation, Sport and 
Tourism

(UIUC, Champaign-Urbana)

Academic background



Hotel Soviva

Port El Kantaoui, 

Tunisia

Some issues with 

culture and behavior…

…and young people’s 

leisure!

Club Es Paradis

San Antonio, Ibiza

What I study for a living…



Hotel Management, Yellow Hotels 

(Portugal)

Overseas Representative, The Panorama 

Holiday Group 

(UK)

Professional experience



Professional 

experience



Favorite food



Something I am (slightly) 

embarrassed about…



Enough about me…Tell me more about you!



YOUR NAME HERE

1) Write a question about today’s topic (moving 

from customer service to a culture of hospitality) 

you would like to ask

2) Write a question about the presenter you would 

like to ask

3) What is your favourite food?

4) Please share something slightly embarrassing 

about yourself 



PAUSE FOR PLAY!



“QUALITY” = REALITY – EXPECTATIONS





QUALITY = SERVICE + CULTURE = LOYALTY



What is the 
difference 

between customer 
service and 
hospitality?





PAUSE FOR PLAY!



“ANTHROPOLOGISTS! ANTHROPOLOGISTS!”

Culture - the set of 
normative beliefs 

that individuals use 
to live their lives 

within a given social 
context (Goodenough 1957)

* PRESCRIPTIVE BEHAVIORS
** PROSCRIPTIVE BEHAVIORS



• A pattern of shared basic assumptions 

within an organization including behaviors, 

norms, values, rules, language, and styles 

of interaction

Organizational Culture



What happens when you do not 

take the time to investigate 

workplace culture?



http://www.forbes.com/2009/10/30/si

mon-cooper-ritz-leadership-

ceonetwork-hotels.html

What can you do to create a positive 

workplace hospitality culture?

http://www.forbes.com/2009/10/30/simon-cooper-ritz-leadership-ceonetwork-hotels.html


But creating positive organizational culture(s) 

is not easy…

…you can only do so with 

highly motivated employees.



PAUSE FOR PLAY!



Why motivate?

“Recreation, parks, and leisure 

service managers should be aware 

that employees come to work to 

meet their own needs. Individuals 

do not come to work only as 

employees to help meet 

organization goals” (Edginton et al., 2008, p. 

118, emphasis added);

What is work 

alignment?



What happens when you don’t 

motivate or do it poorly?

• employee dissatisfaction;

• degradation of work 

environment;

• increase in turnover;

• decline in productivity;

• decline in product/service 

quality;

• loss of competiveness;

http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/14/opinion/why-i-am-leaving-goldman-sachs.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0


How to motivate?
After an extensive review of the literature, Lathan & Ernst (2006), 

suggest that motivation of “tomorrow’s workforce” will necessarily 

hinge on the following principles:

• Taking into account a person’s needs;

• Creating a work environment that is likely to 

facilitate self-motivation;

• Implementing behavior reinforcers/modifiers;

• Setting ambitious but realistic goals;



Taking into account a person’s needs:

AUTONOMY desire to be self-directed

MASTERY desire to increase one’s abilities

PURPOSE desire to make a difference

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6XAPnuFjJc


We remembered you loved strawberry 
juice last time you stayed with us. 

Please enjoy this complementary glass 
with your breakfast. Thank you for 

choosing Hilton properties.

Creating a work environment that is likely to facilitate 

self-motivation:



Implementing behavior reinforcers/modifiers:



Setting ambitious but realistic goals and adjusting 

them accordingly:

VS

VS



PAUSE FOR PLAY!



Okay, so this is all great…but how are you going to pay 

for it? And what are the impacts on budget?

• Initial investment;

• Customized software;

• Training and personnel;

• Maintenance;

• ROI?





CASE STUDY!

Work in the assigned groups and try to 

answer the case study in the hand out. The 

main goal is to implement a change in 

Pawnee’s Park District to move it from 

customer service-focused to centered on a 

culture of hospitality. Propose:

• 3 solutions/initiatives;

• 3 sources of revenue for the proposed 

initiatives;

• 3 challenges;

• 3 ways to overcome the challenges 

above;

• 3 ways to track the success of your 

initiatives;



Some tips/advice when considering 

implementing a change from customer service 

to a culture of hospitality

• Earmark part of your budget;
• Pilot test initiatives;
• Empower employees;
• Train, retrain, cross-train, and hire 

sensibly;
• Lead by example;
• Invest in new technologies;
• Track your investment(!);



I.am.Nuno.F.Ribeiro/r/AMA!

Email: nuno@illinois.edu

Website: https://sites.google.com/site/nunofribeirowebsite/ 

Instagram: @professornoms

THANK YOU!



My students taught me 

how to use instagram…

I bet they regret that decision…


